


Clean lines define the unrivalled elegance of Calibre. This new Gerard 
profile will elevate the appearance of any contemporary home. Crafted 
out of the highest quality zinc-aluminium alloy coated steel, each 
panel is designed and manufactured in New Zealand for New Zealand 
conditions. And with its concealed fastening technology, Calibre’s 
modern, streamlined look will help you realise your architectural vision.

STEEL HAS  
NEVER BEEN  
MORE REFINED.



Overall Length

1343 mm

Cover Length

1250 mm

Width

300 mm

Cover Width

252 mm

Panels/m2

3.12 pcs/m2

Weight

6.5 kg/m2

+   Lightweight zinc-aluminium alloy coated steel panels

+   Elegant, contemporary design

+    New Concealed Fastening – screws hidden from view, and the elements

+   Durable and reliable in any weather

+   Suitable for use on roofs with pitch from 10°

+   No back flash around roof penetrations required

+   Designed and manufactured in New Zealand

+   30 years warranty*

*See back cover



HIGHER QUALITY
A core layer of .55 steel, sandwiched between corrosion resistant 
layers of zinc-aluminium alloy, makes Calibre panels stronger and 
more resistant to physical damage. The superior materials, coupled 
with smart overlapping design, provide excellent protection against 
extreme weather conditions. Strict quality control in the production 
process and more than 60 years of global experience mean 
customers can have complete confidence in their roof.

SUPERIOR DESIGN
An architectural masterpiece requires a beautiful roof – and Calibre 
fully delivers on this, while also giving you the flexibility to achieve 
your creative vision. The unique installation process allows weather 
performance in an enormous variety of configurations, even on low-
inclined roofs (from 10°). Furthermore, with no backflashing needed for 
roof penetrations, you can enjoy uninterrupted clean lines across the 
entire roof space. There’s also a huge range of matching accessories, as 
elegant and refined as the roof panels, to fully complete the Calibre look.

LIGHT AND EASY
Calibre panels are significantly easier to manage when compared to 
sheets of long run, particularly while installing in windy conditions. 
Calibre panels are also produced in a compact, stackable format so 
transport and delivery to remote or difficult to access sites is easier 
and cheaper – the average Calibre roof can be delivered to site on 
just one or two pallets.

CONCEALED FASTENING
Our innovative Concealed Fastening (CF) technology provides the 
ultimate in weather performance and style. Each panel is hooked into 
the next and the fasteners are completely concealed and protected 
from the elements, for a sleeker, more streamlined appearance. 





Your roof is more exposed to the elements than any other part of your home. So it’s good to know that 
Gerard roofs are designed for New Zealand conditions, and backed by a product warranty that’s as 
transparent as it is thorough, providing you with both clarity and peace-of-mind.

This is intended as a warranty overview only, full details are laid out on the warranty 

certificate itself. If you’re unsure about any aspect, or want to find out more, don’t hesitate to 

get in touch with Gerard customer services on 0800 100 244; they have all the details. You 

can also visit our website www.gerardroofs.co.nz and download a copy of the certificate.

A WARRANTY THAT’S 
JUST AS ATTRACTIVE  
AS THE ROOF.


